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Purpose _____________  
At the Legislature’s request, OPPAGA 
reviewed the Developmental Disabilities 
Program as part of the Legislative Budget 
Commission’s Zero-Based Budget review of 
the program.  Our examination focused on 
three issues: 

! reasons for the program’s rapidly rising 
costs; 

! steps the department is taking to control 
program costs; and 

! legislative options for controlling rising 
program costs.  

Our review focuses on the community 
portion of the Developmental Disabilities 
Program because that is where most clients 
are served and where most growth has 
occurred. 

Background ___________  

The Legislature established the program to 
improve the quality of life of all 
developmentally disabled persons through 
the development and implementation of 
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community-based residential placements, 
services, and treatment. 1   

The Department of Children and Families 
administers the program and serves clients in 
both institutions and community settings.  
Most clients are served in community 
settings. 2  As of October 2001, the program 
served 33,139 clients in the community. 

Most community clients (25,448) receive 
services funded through the Home and 
Community-based Services Medicaid 
Waiver. 3  The waiver program allows 
Medicaid reimbursement for services that 
normally would be reimbursed only if clients 
were served in an institution.  The federal 
share of Medicaid for Home and Community-
Based Services constitutes 55% of the funding 
for the program while general revenue funds 
the remaining 45%. 

The community program provides a wide 
range of services (see Appendix A).  However, 
five services account for over two-thirds of 
program costs (see Exhibit 1).  The single most 
costly community-based service is residential 
habilitation, a service that helps consumers 
learn the skills needed for daily living such as 
personal grooming, food preparation, and 
household chores.  This service accounts for 
37% of service costs.  Adult day training, 
which accounts for 12% of program 
expenditures, helps clients to function more 
independently.  For example, adult day 
training includes teaching clients age- 
appropriate social skills that are important for 
more independent community living.  
Personal Care Assistance, which makes up 8% 
of program costs, provides clients with 

                                                           
1 Florida law defines developmental disabilities as life-long 

handicapping disorders or syndromes attributable to mental 
retardation, autism, cerebral palsy, spina bifida, and Prader-
Willi syndrome.  

2 A total of 3,357 consumers reside in public or private 
Intermediate Care Facilities and 316 clients reside in other 
facilities such as psychiatric hospitals or jails or are served 
through the Mentally Retarded Defendant Program. 

3 The remaining clients who are not Medicaid eligible have 
received services funded solely through general revenue. 

assistance in bathing, dressing, and personal 
hygiene.  Support Coordination helps clients 
to identify their service needs and to locate 
service providers.  Expenditures for support 
coordination are 8% of the total.  The 
remaining 30% includes a variety of services 
such as skilled and private duty nursing, 
chore and companion services, and speech, 
physical, respiratory, and occupational 
therapies. 

Exhibit 1Exhibit 1Exhibit 1Exhibit 1    
Five Services Account for Over TwoFive Services Account for Over TwoFive Services Account for Over TwoFive Services Account for Over Two----Thirds of Thirds of Thirds of Thirds of 
Program Expenditures 2000Program Expenditures 2000Program Expenditures 2000Program Expenditures 2000----01010101    

Source: OPPAGA analysis of department data. 

Program cosProgram cosProgram cosProgram costs have more than doubled in ts have more than doubled in ts have more than doubled in ts have more than doubled in 
the past five years; further increases are the past five years; further increases are the past five years; further increases are the past five years; further increases are 
expectedexpectedexpectedexpected 
Legislative appropriations for community-
based services to developmentally disabled 
clients have increased rapidly, growing from 
$333.2 million in Fiscal Year 1996-97 to $677.8 
million in Fiscal Year 2001-02. 4  In its 
Legislative Budget Request for Fiscal Year 
2002-03, the department requested 
appropriations for community-based services 
of $732.8 million, or an increase of 8% over 
the previous fiscal year (see Exhibit 2). 

                                                           
4Fiscal Year 2001-02 appropriations are $830.3 million, 

including $152.5 million for the four state-operated 
institutions.  Funding for the state institutions has remained 
fairly constant over the past five fiscal years. 
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ExhExhExhExhibit 2ibit 2ibit 2ibit 2    
Funding for Community Services Has More Than Funding for Community Services Has More Than Funding for Community Services Has More Than Funding for Community Services Has More Than 
Doubled Over the Past Five YearsDoubled Over the Past Five YearsDoubled Over the Past Five YearsDoubled Over the Past Five Years1111    

1 The community services figures above include approximately 
$160 million for private Intermediate Care Facilities for the 
Developmentally Disabled.  The figures do not show funding 
for the four state institutions, an estimated $152.5 million for 
2002-03.  The department’s budget request for 2002-03 
requested removal of approximately $258 million in federal 
Medicaid matching funds that already appear in the Agency 
for Health Care Administration’s budget. The $258 million in 
federal Medicaid match is included above in the $732 million 
to be consistent with prior years. 

Source: For Fiscal Years 1997-2001, legislative appropriations; 
for Fiscal Year 2002-03, Developmental Disabilities Legislative 
Budget Request. 

Five factors contributeFive factors contributeFive factors contributeFive factors contribute    
to rising program coststo rising program coststo rising program coststo rising program costs    
Five factors have driven this increased 
spending over the past five years. 

! The program has more than doubled the 
number of clients served.  

! The program has increased the level of 
services provided to clients. 

! Costs for certain key services have 
increased at very high rates. 

! An ineffective needs assessment process 
means the program is unable to 
adequately plan for client service needs. 

! The program lacks an effective rate 
setting system.  

Program clients have increased.        The 
number of clients enrolled on the Home and 
Community-based Services Medicaid Waiver 
has more than doubled over the past five 

years (See Exhibit 3).  The program’s caseload 
grew from 10,535 in Fiscal Year 1996-97 to 
25,448 for Fiscal Year 2000-01.  The largest 
increase in clients occurred in Fiscal Year 
1999-2000 and corresponds to the large 
increase in appropriations from Fiscal Year 
1998-99 to Fiscal Year 1999-2000. 

Exhibit 3Exhibit 3Exhibit 3Exhibit 3    
Number of Clients Enrolled oNumber of Clients Enrolled oNumber of Clients Enrolled oNumber of Clients Enrolled on the Medicaid n the Medicaid n the Medicaid n the Medicaid 
Waiver Has More Than Doubled in the Past Waiver Has More Than Doubled in the Past Waiver Has More Than Doubled in the Past Waiver Has More Than Doubled in the Past 
FiveFiveFiveFive    YearsYearsYearsYears    

Source:  Department of Children and Families. 

This caseload growth will probably continue; 
the program planned to enroll 6,280 new 
waiver clients between March and June 2002.  
However, program officials report they will 
not be able to enroll as many clients as 
planned and could not say how many of the 
6,280 would be enrolled.  Annualizing costs to 
serve these clients would have cost an 
additional $100 million in Fiscal Year 2002-03.  
During Fiscal Year 2002-03 program officials 
estimated an additional 3,577 new clients 
would need services. 

The rapid rise in the number of consumers 
served is due in part to lawsuits filed by 
consumers and other stakeholders against the 
State of Florida.  The courts have interpreted 
current state and federal law to require the 
state to reduce waiting lists, which means 
that the state has to serve more people, thus 
contributing to the increase in the number of 
clients served by the program.  Despite 
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increased appropriations intended to 
eliminate waiting lists, the number of 
consumers waiting for services could 
approach 10,000 by 2002-03.  

Clients are receiving more services.  The 
second reason for rising costs is that the 
program is providing more services to its 
clients.  In recent years the state has increased 
the units of service provided to clients for 
some key waiver services including 
transportation, residential habilitation, and 
adult day training.  Personal Care Assistance 
shows the largest increase in units of service.  
The number of clients who received hourly 
personal care assistance increased from 563 in 
Fiscal Year 1996-97 to 2,260 in Fiscal Year 
2001-02, a 300% increase.  Further, the 
average number of hours of personal care 
assistance provided to clients increased from 
146 hours to 188 hours during this same 
period (see Appendix B for methodology 
used in data analysis). 5 

Lawsuits also are partially responsible for 
increasing the amount of services provided to 
consumers.  Consumers already on the 
waiver brought suit claiming that they were 
not receiving services or were receiving 
insufficient services.  Clients argued that they 
were receiving fewer services than they 
needed.  In August 2001, the state entered 
into a settlement agreement in Prado-Steiman 
v. Bush regarding the adequacy of services on 
the Home and Community based Medicaid 
waiver.  As part of the settlement agreement 
in Prado, the Developmental Disabilities 
Program must provide needed services for 
waiver clients within 90 days.  Two similar 
cases are still pending. 6  Continuing lawsuits 
over the adequacy of services means 
continuing pressure from consumers, 
                                                           
5 As a result of the three-fold growth in the clients receiving the 

service and increases in the units of service, costs for personal 
care assistance (hourly) rose by $8.5 million from Fiscal Year 
1996-97 to 2000-01—from $2.5 to $12.9 million.   

6 See Brown v. Bush Case Number 98-673- CIV-FERGUSON; 
USDC (Southern District) and Murray v. Auslander, Case 
Number 98-1066-CIV-FERGUSON; USDC (Southern District). 

stakeholders, and the courts to increase 
spending for developmentally disabled 
clients. 

Service rates have increased.  The 
department is paying higher rates for some 
services, particularly for residential 
habilitation and personal care assistance. 7  
Exhibit 4 shows that the rates for some 
services provided by the Developmental 
Disabilities Program have increased by up to 
101% since Fiscal Year 1996-97.  By 
comparison, the state’s General Revenue 
Fund increased 22% during the same period.  
Monthly residential habilitation rates have 
risen from $806 to $1,618 per month.  Total 
costs for residential habilitation exceeded 
$159.8 million in Fiscal Year 2000-01, which 
was 37% of total costs (see Appendix C for 
additional information on rate increases for 
other services). 

Ineffective needs assessment adds to costs.        
The fourth factor that has contributed to 
rapidly rising program costs is that the 
program lacks a valid, reliable assessment of 
client needs.  Without an effective assessment 
process, the department cannot accurately 
determine what services consumers need and 
cannot accurately estimate the cost for those 
services.  In prior reports, we identified 
problems with the department’s processes for 
identifying client needs. 8  We found, for 
example, that sometimes consumers were 
receiving services that did not meet their 
needs and did not help them achieve their 
goals.   

                                                           
7 The  department  purchases  most  services  in  hourly 

increments or days and months.  Transportation services are 
provided in miles, one-way trips, or months of service. 

8 Performance Review: The Home and Community-Based 
Services Waiver Systems, Controls Should Be Improved, 
Report No. 99-31, February 2000.  Justification Review: 
Developmental Disabilities Program Florida Department of 
Children and Families, Report No. 00-17, November 2000. 

http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/reports/health/r99-31s.html
http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/reports/health/r00-17s.html
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Exhibit 4Exhibit 4Exhibit 4Exhibit 4    
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Source: OPPAGA analysis.

The department uses the Florida Status 
Tracking Survey (FSTS) as the first step in 
assessing client needs.  However, the 
instrument was not designed for this 
purpose.  The FSTS was created and initially 
used to estimate the likelihood that an 
institutionalized client would be endangered 
if moved from an institutional setting.  The 
department is now using the FSTS to 
determine a client’s overall level of need.   

The problem with FSTS is that it assesses the 
challenges a person faces because of their 
disability rather than assessing their need for 
services.  Consequently, the program is 
unable to control costs based on level of need 
under the current system.  

FSTS emphasizes individual challenges not 
service needs.  FSTS does not assess a 
person’s need for specific services but instead 
measures an individual’s physical, functional, 
and behavioral challenges.  The instrument 
was designed to assess clients’ status and 
potential risk when moving from an 
institutional to a community placement.  If a 
client was experiencing difficulty and 
declining physically or behaviorally, then 

those changes would show up in the FSTS.  
However, there may be an important 
difference between a person’s status and their 
actual need for assistance or services.  Two 
consumers with the same FSTS level could, 
depending on their personal circumstance, 
need vastly different levels of services.  Take 
the hypothetical case of two consumers with 
mild mental retardation.  Both consumers 
have about the same IQ and comparable 
levels in terms of physical and functional 
indicators.  However, one consumer lives at 
home with a supportive family, has 
additional community supports, and desires 
to work in competitive employment with 
help and training.  The other consumer has 
no family, no additional supports, and has no 
desire to train for or participate in 
competitive employment.  The two 
consumers, while comparable in FSTS levels, 
differ significantly in their actual need for 
services.   

FSTS cannot be used to establish cost 
parameters.   Because FSTS does not reliably 
identify clients’ need for specific services, it 
cannot be used to estimate the costs of 
providing services to clients.  The program 

36%36%36%36% 36%36%36%36%
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currently does not have any other mechanism 
for assessing client needs, which is a critical 
problem. 9  However, there are alternative 
instruments that could be used. 

If the state had a reliable method to 
determine level of need, then the state could 
establish cost parameters based on level of 
need.  The department could then set a 
maximum dollar amount for services per 
client.  However, under the current system 
establishing cost parameters for services is 
problematic.  Expenditures for the average 
waiver consumer are $20,000, but services for 
a few consumers with the lowest FSTS scores 
exceeded $120,000 each in Fiscal Year 2000-01.  
Further, many clients with the lowest levels 
of need receive more in services than many 
clients whose needs are at higher levels.  For 
example, annual expenditures for 3,026 
clients with the lowest levels of need 
(level 1-3) exceeded $15,200 per client in Fiscal 
Year 2000-01.  In contrast, 5,977 consumers 
(60% of all consumers at level of need 4 and 
50% of all consumers at level of need 5) 
received less than $15,200 each in total 
services during the same period. 10 

Despite these problems, the department 
continues to make the Florida Status Tracking 
Survey (FSTS) the cornerstone of many 
policies and procedures.  For example, the 
department’s new residential habilitation rate 
is tied to the consumer’s FSTS score. 

There are alternative assessment 
instruments and methods for limiting per 
client spending.  For example, the Inventory 
for Client and Agency Planning (ICAP) is 
used to assess clients in several states, 
                                                           
9 The department’s expanded assessment process, the Personal 

Planning Guide (PPG) includes a revised FSTS assessment 
that includes screening for vision, hearing, and 
communication challenges and may improve assessments of 
clients with high levels of need.  However, fundamental 
concerns regarding the use of FSTS are likely to persist. 

10 This pattern holds true when only waiver-enrolled clients are    
included in the analysis.  There is very little difference in 
expenditures for non-waiver clients across level of need. It 
also holds when controlling for age, comparing expenditures 
for consumers over and under age 18.   

including Texas, South Dakota, and 
Wyoming.  Texas, a state that serves a 
comparable number of developmentally 
disabled consumers, uses the ICAP to assess 
client needs and limit costs per consumer.  
For example, Texas has five different levels of 
need.  Clients with the lowest levels of need 
are capped at the same maximum rate while 
clients with extensive medical or behavioral 
needs have higher caps.  However, 
community-based services are capped so that 
no one whose needs exceed 125% of the 
institutional rate is eligible.  Wyoming has 
taken ICAP one step further and established 
individual funding levels based on ICAP 
scores.   

Ineffective rate setting system contributes 
to rising costs.  The fifth factor we identified 
that has contributed to rapidly increasing 
program costs is that the department lacks an 
effective system for establishing provider 
rates.  Specifically, the department has not 
developed uniform rates for services it 
purchases from providers, and the rates it 
pays under the waiver can be substantially 
higher than the rates it pays for the same 
services that are provided under the state 
Medicaid plan. 

Ineffective rate setting process results in 
widely varying provider rates.  The 
department pays widely differing rates for 
the same services both within and across 
districts.  Exhibit 5 shows the wide range of 
rates paid for the most frequently provided 
waiver services. 11  This occurs because the 
department has not developed a cost system 
to establish rates and it instead negotiates 
rates with individual providers.  The rates 
paid to contractors who provide similar 
services can vary widely depending on 
factors such as staff negotiating skills and the 
rates historically paid to organizations.  As a 
                                                           
11 It does not appear that the higher rates are necessarily 

explained by the rural districts being forced to pay higher 
rates for services.  In Exhibit 5, the high transportation rates 
and high daily residential habilitation rates are in District 9 
composed of Palm Beach County. 
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result of these widely varying rates, providers 
contend that payments are inequitable. 

Exhibit 5Exhibit 5Exhibit 5Exhibit 5    
Districts Pay Widely Varying Rates for Key Districts Pay Widely Varying Rates for Key Districts Pay Widely Varying Rates for Key Districts Pay Widely Varying Rates for Key 
Waiver ServicesWaiver ServicesWaiver ServicesWaiver Services    

ServiceServiceServiceService    
Range of Average Rates Range of Average Rates Range of Average Rates Range of Average Rates 

Across DistrictsAcross DistrictsAcross DistrictsAcross Districts    
Transportation (trip) $6.44 to $9.50 
Non-Residential Support (day) $32.33 to $51.10 
Non-Residential Support 
(month) $154.50 to $796.69 
Residential Habilitation (day) $68.43 to $110.28 
Residential Habilitation (month) $848.59 to $4309.451 
Adult Day Training $28.45 to $44.59 
Personal Care Assistance 
(quarter-hour) $2.58 to $3.56 
Personal Care Assistance 
(month) $671.51 to $2,127.78 

1 A small number of clients are serviced at the maximum rate 
allowed, an average of $9,976.86 per month. 

Source: OPPAGA analysis of department data. 

To address this problem, the 2000 Legislature 
provided for a study to establish a uniform 
rate structure for community-based service 
providers.  The Center for Prevention and 
Early Intervention Policy conducted the 
study.  The study did propose more 
uniform rate policies.  However, if its 
recommendations were adopted, costs for 
services would increase in the first year by 
$74 million.  This would occur because of two 
problems with the study.  

! The study proposes to equalize rates by 
increasing payments to most providers 
while not reducing rates for any providers 
who may be receiving artificially high 
rates.  The department is caught between 
providers who complain that rates are 
low and the need to recruit more 
providers.  We feel, however, that simply 
increasing rates without an analysis of 
their efficiency or the reasonableness of 
their profits cannot be justified. 

! The study assumes that training for direct 
care positions will be increased, which 
increased costs.  Department officials said 

increased training hours were part of a 
court settlement and were necessary to 
ensure quality direct care staff. 

The department contracted with another 
consultant to review the rate study. 12  
Department and program officials we 
interviewed said they hope the Legislature 
will adopt a five-year plan to increase 
provider rates each year until they reach the 
levels outlined in the rate study.  However, 
any decision to increase provider rates must 
be carried out on a rational basis, or else it will 
only further contribute to rapid growth of 
program costs. 

Waiver pays higher rates.  A related problem 
in the program’s rate structure is that 
although some services are provided under 
both the waiver and the state plan, the waiver 
pays higher rates for services, such as 
personal care assistance.  In Fiscal Year 
2000-01, the program allowed a maximum 
personal care assistance rate four times as 
high as the state plan and paid on average as 
much as 25% more per hour than the state 
plan ($12.04 per hour compared to the $9.72).  
In Fiscal Year 2000-01, the Medicaid waiver 
provided $12.9 million in personal care 
assistance to 2,260 consumers.  If the program 
had paid the Medicaid rate for these services, 
it would have saved $3.53 million. 

Maximum allowable waiver rates are set by 
the Agency for Health Care Administration in 
consultation with Developmental Disabilities 
Program officials.  Program officials said that 
the waiver pays higher rates because waiver 
consumers require more intensive services 
and because providers will not accept the 
lower state plan rates.  However, currently 
the department requires consumers who are 
eligible to receive personal care through the 
state plan to receive that service under the 
state plan. 

                                                           
12 The final rate study report was due to the department on 

July 30, 2001, but was not yet available for our review during 
publication of this report.   
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New department cost control initiatives New department cost control initiatives New department cost control initiatives New department cost control initiatives 
have merit but may face significant have merit but may face significant have merit but may face significant have merit but may face significant 
obstacles obstacles obstacles obstacles     
The department is taking some steps and has 
proposed additional actions to control costs, 
and we believe these steps could result in 
savings. 13  However, program officials 
acknowledged that these efforts might be 
time-consuming and costly to implement, 
thus reducing any potential cost savings.  In 
addition, advocates have opposed some of 
these steps because they perceive that they 
could reduce or deny services to consumers.  
The primary obstacle to many of the 
department’s proposals is that consumers can 
demand a hearing before services can be 
reduced or eliminated.   

New prior authorization policy intended to 
ensure services are appropriate and cost-
effective.  Effective November 1, 2001, the 
department required prior authorization for 
services for new clients and began reviewing 
services for all consumers.  The new policy, 
according to department officials, will help 
eliminate inappropriate use of services and 
better control costs. Department personnel 
will conduct reviews of all consumers.  The 
department’s private contractor will conduct 
additional reviews for clients whose services 
do not appear appropriate in terms of 
intensity, frequency, duration, or cost of 
service.  By November 2002, department 
officials estimate that they will have assessed 
and reviewed all services provided to all 
consumers.  Department officials estimate 
that 5,000 consumers will require additional 
review by a private contractor because their 
services exceed clinical or other guidelines.   

                                                           
13The department and the Agency for Health Care 

Administration have been working to establish a new quality 
assurance process for the Developmental Disabilities 
Program.  Program officials hope the new system will ensure 
that consumers are receiving quality services that help them 
achieve their goals.  Once the new system is in place, it may 
help identify providers who are not providing quality 
services.  However, the new quality assurance process is 
directed at improving quality rather than controlling costs. 

Prior authorization faces opposition from 
consumers and stakeholders who are 
suspicious of the department’s efforts to 
reduce or limit client services.  In addition, 
due process requirements necessary under 
federal law and regulations, as well as lawsuit 
settlements, may make implementation of 
service reductions costly and time-
consuming.   

Under these due process requirements, 
customers are entitled to a fair hearing to 
challenge any department decisions that their 
services are unnecessary or excessively costly.  
These hearings are carried out within the 
Department of Children and Families under 
contract with a private provider.  Because fair 
hearings involving Developmental 
Disabilities clients are often complicated, they 
can last from two hours to two days and 
estimated costs can range from $250 -$300 per 
hearing.  The Developmental Disabilities 
Program was reversed in 6% of fair hearings 
in Fiscal Year 2000-01 and changed its 
position in another 13% of cases.  Thus, the 
steps necessary to reduce a client’s services 
are potentially time-consuming, costly, and 
may not result in less cost to the state. 

New service directory intended to limit 
services to those that are medically 
necessary.  The department also intends to 
reduce costs that result when a client receives 
a service that is unnecessary.  In July 2001, the 
department implemented a new service 
directory that outlines the criteria that a client 
must meet to receive a service, criteria that 
are based on “medical necessity”. 14  New 
guidelines in the service directory, for 
example, state that personal care assistance 
must be medically necessary and is limited to 

                                                           
14Medical necessity requires, for example, that services must be 

necessary to protect life, to prevent significant illness or 
disability, or to alleviate severe pain.  Services must be 
individualized, specific and consistent with symptoms or 
confirmed diagnosis.  They must be provided in a manner 
consistent with generally accepted professional medical 
standards.  For the complete definition see 59G-1.010(166), 
Florida Administrative Code. 
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four hours per day for most consumers.  
Department officials reported that some 
consumers were receiving and using personal 
care inappropriately.  For example, some 
families receive personal care assistance in the 
after school hours that amounts to after 
school care rather than personal care.   

Department officials could not tell us how 
many consumers are affected by the new 
personal care policy or the total cost savings 
that might result from the change.  However, 
because of stakeholder concerns and at the 
request of the Governor’s Office, the 
department has delayed changes in personal 
care usage for after school until Fiscal Year 
2002-03.   

Department proposals may result in 
additional cost savings.  In its Legislative 
Budget Request for Fiscal Year 2002-03, the 
department proposed additional steps to 
control costs.  Some of these proposals face 
obstacles similar to current efforts.  Some 
changes may enable consumers to seek an 
administrative hearing through the 
Department of Administrative Hearings, 
potentially more costly and time-consuming 
than a departmental fair hearing.  
Specifically, the department proposes to take 
the actions discussed below. 

! Change eligibility by limiting services to 
only those clients who are Medicaid 
eligible, thereby reducing general revenue 
funding.  The change in eligibility would 
potentially affect 2,300 consumers and 
could result in a cost savings of $18.9 
million.  However, any effort to reduce a 
consumer’s services may require an 
administrative hearing. 

! Limit community funding to no more 
than current Intermediate Care Facility 
for the Developmentally Disabled 
(ICF/DD) reimbursement rates. 15  This 

                                                           
15An ICF/DD is an Intermediate Care Facility for the 

Developmentally Disabled.  Operated by private providers, 
they receive an institutional reimbursement per day that 
covers all services provided to the resident. 

proposal could result in a net savings of 
$5.7 million.  However, any cost savings 
may be offset by expenditures and time 
necessary to fully implement the 
proposal.  The department will have to 
assess whether these consumers can be 
safely served in the community at 
reduced rates or find an ICF/DD bed for 
that person.  Department officials report 
that currently there are not enough 
ICF/DD beds available for these 
consumers and that increasing 
institutional beds is counter to the 
program’s policy of community-based 
services. 

! Allow support coordination as an 
“optional” waiver service.  The 
department estimates that if 10% of 
consumers chose this option, there would 
be a cost savings of $1.4 million.  This 
proposal should face limited obstacles if 
consumers are allowed to choose 
alternative services and could possibly be 
more widely implemented.  

! Pay for contract management and 
oversight via a new “surcharge” on each 
contract.  To reduce costs and still ensure 
adequate oversight of its contracts, the 
agency has proposed a contract surcharge 
that will fund a department-wide 
initiative involving 300 DCF employees.  
Each provider would be required to pay a 
fee, based on the amount of 
reimbursements per their contract.  If 
implemented, the proposal could produce 
an estimated cost transfer of $19.8 
million. 16  The contract surcharge would 
require legislation to grant DCF authority 
to implement the proposal.  This proposal 
could face opposition from providers who 
would see the surcharge as reducing the 
value of their contracts. 

                                                           
16 The potential $19.8 million dollars is not a savings to the 

Developmental Disabilities Program but rather across the 
whole agency. 
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While the department’s various initiatives 
have merit and may result in some cost 
savings, further steps are needed to control 
rapidly rising costs.  As a result, we 
recommend that the Legislature consider 
additional strategies that might help control 
rising costs in the short term and restructure 
service delivery to bring about long-term 
changes in the program.   

Strategies the LegislatureStrategies the LegislatureStrategies the LegislatureStrategies the Legislature    
Should Consider Should Consider Should Consider Should Consider     
Controlling costs will require some major 
structural reforms in the Developmental 
Disabilities Program that will require time to 
implement.  We identified short-term and 
long-term options to consider.  All of the 
options below will require legislative 
intervention if they are to be successful.  
These options fall into three broad categories.  
The Legislature could 

! require the department and waiver 
support coordinators to use purchasing 
strategies that improve cost-efficiency, 
which could save an estimated $38.7 
million; 

! place caps on the program by limiting the 
number of clients on the wavier and/or 
the amount spent per client; and  

! require the department to design and 
implement a plan to convert the current 
fee-for-service system to a capitated 
system of care for developmentally 
disabled clients based upon their levels of 
need. 

Develop purchasing strategies to increase Develop purchasing strategies to increase Develop purchasing strategies to increase Develop purchasing strategies to increase 
costcostcostcost----efficiency efficiency efficiency efficiency     
One of the more immediate options available 
to the Legislature is to develop purchasing 
strategies to increase cost-efficiency.  
Currently, where available, consumers may 
choose from any enrolled provider.  Under 
this proposed option, consumers should have 
choice in the range of services that help them 

meet their needs, but they may not have the 
choice of buying services from the most 
expensive provider.  Using purchasing 
practices that result in acquiring more cost-
efficient services could significantly increase 
the number of clients who can be served 
under the program.  However, these practices 
are likely to be problematic for many 
providers who might be forced to offer 
services at a more competitive rate or see the 
number of clients decline.   

We identified three approaches that could 
make purchasing more cost-effective.  First, 
limiting waiver reimbursement rates to those 
in the state Medicaid plan could save an 
estimated $3.9 million.  Second, limiting the 
department’s discretion in purchasing 
decisions could save an estimated $34.8 
million.  Finally, developing more 
competitive purchasing strategies at the 
district or county level could result in 
additional cost savings. 

Limit reimbursement rates to those in state 
Medicaid plan.  One approach for using more 
cost-efficient purchasing practices is to limit 
the Medicaid reimbursement rate for 
developmental services to those permitted 
under the Florida Medicaid plan.  Under the 
current Home and Community-based 
Services Medicaid Waiver, the department 
makes a number of clients eligible for 
Medicaid services and also provides a higher 
reimbursement rate for these services. 

Both the state Medicaid plan and the Home 
and Community-based Services Medicaid 
Waiver, provide common services such as 
private duty nursing and personal care 
assistance.  However, the Medicaid waiver 
reimburses for these services at a higher rate.  
For example, the waiver allows for one-
quarter hour as much as the state plan pays 
for a whole hour ($9.27 per quarter hour on 
the waiver compared to $9.70 per hour under 
the state Medicaid plan).  If the waiver rate 
for personal care had been capped at the rate 
for comparable services under the Medicaid 
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state plan, the cost of these services would 
have been about $9,391,687, or about 
$3,538,325 (38%) less than what the program 
actually paid.  Smaller cost savings would be 
realized for nursing and therapy services 
where total expenditures are lower and rate 
differences are smaller.  Medicaid waiver 
rates for nursing are 40% higher than state 
plan rates but only 3% higher for therapy 
services (speech, occupational, and physical 
therapy).  However, the total estimated cost 
savings for requiring state plan rates for 
waiver services is $3.9 million (see 
Appendix D).   

One drawback to requiring the waiver to pay 
state Medicaid plan rates is that this decision 
might reduce the availability of providers 
because some would choose not to provide 
services at the lower rate.  However, waiver 
clients who are eligible for personal care 
under the state plan are required to receive 
services under the state plan, paid for at the 
lower state plan rates.  Consumers who are 
eligible for personal care only through the 
waiver receive services paid at the higher 
waiver rate. 

Purchase bulk services.     Another approach 
for increasing cost-efficiency when 
purchasing services is to require the 
department to purchase services in bulk.  
Many developmental services can be 
purchased in different increments of service, 
such as by the day or month (e.g., personal 
care assistance and non-residential support 
services) or by the mile, trip, or month (e.g., 
transportation).  Others are billed at a single 
rate (e.g., adult day training has a daily rate 
only and waiver support coordination a 
monthly rate).  Purchasing services at daily 
rates when the service will be needed for long 
periods of time costs considerably more than 
purchasing the services at a monthly rate.     

For example, the average rate for residential 
habilitation (the most expensive program 
service) was $93 per day in Fiscal Year 
2000-01, and the average consumer received 

197 days of service for the year (about 17 days 
per month).  However, many clients received 
more than 17 days of service per month and 
often received service every day.  In fact, 93% 
of daily residential habilitation expenditures 
went to pay client invoices that exceeded 17 
days of service, and the total cost for these 
invoices was $140.1 million.  Based upon our 
analysis of department data, we estimated the 
department would have saved $34.8 million if 
it had contracted for monthly rather than 
daily services for these clients.   

The Legislature should statutorily mandate 
that, to the extent possible, the department 
should purchase services in bulk.  Whenever 
a client’s need for services is such that it 
would be more economical to purchase 
services in bulk (e.g., by the month rather 
than the day), statute should direct the 
department to make the cost-effective 
decision.   

Department officials said that one drawback 
to bulk purchasing is that Medicaid will not 
reimburse for days that a client did not 
actually receive services.  However, AHCA 
officials said it was feasible to cap daily rates 
not to exceed a monthly maximum.  In 
addition, the state could even raise average 
monthly rates slightly and still produce a cost 
savings over purchasing services at daily 
rates. 

Develop competitive purchasing practices.  
Another approach available to the Legislature 
for purchasing more cost-efficient services is 
to require the department to develop a 
competitive bidding system to take advantage 
of the state’s purchasing power when 
obtaining developmental services.  Under this 
approach, depending upon how the process 
is structured, districts would issue an 
invitation to bid for each type of service 
provided.  District offices could develop more 
cost-effective rates for services by contracting 
with providers who submit the lowest and 
best bids.   
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Department officials expressed some 
concerns about competitive purchasing 
strategies and said that an invitation to bid 
process might further reduce the number of 
providers in a given area thereby reducing 
access to needed services, especially in rural 
areas.  Program officials also expressed 
concern that reducing providers would 
reduce consumer choice.   

Legislate limitations on the number of Legislate limitations on the number of Legislate limitations on the number of Legislate limitations on the number of 
clients served and on the amount spent clients served and on the amount spent clients served and on the amount spent clients served and on the amount spent 
per clientper clientper clientper client    
A second strategy available to the Legislature 
to control the growth in program costs is to 
legislate limits on the number of clients 
served and/or the amount that can be spent 
per client.  Over the past few years, the state’s 
policy has been to expand the use of the 
Home and Community-based Services 
Medicaid Waiver.  Likewise, in response to 
various lawsuits, the state has made more 
services available to clients on the waiver.  
However, federal policy permits the states to 
limit both the number of clients served on the 
waiver and the amount of services that can be 
provided to them. 

Limit number of clients because the waiver 
is not an entitlement.  The state could control 
rising costs by placing a limit on the number 
of clients served.  Historically, the department 
has limited the number of clients on the 
waiver by limiting the number of waiver slots 
available under the wavier.     

The Home and Community-based Services 
Medicaid Waiver is not an entitlement and 
therefore the Legislature might consider 
setting a maximum number of new 
consumers that can be served with each new 
appropriation of funds.  For example, 
Medicaid rules would allow the Legislature to 
stipulate that up to a certain number of new 
consumers could be served, depending on 
the availability of funds.  Because of their 
deficit, the department now has an estimated 

waiting list of 6,280 consumers to be served in 
the order they applied for services. 17 

Legislatively limiting the maximum number 
of consumers who could be added to the 
waiver would prevent the department from 
enrolling more consumers than expected, 
which increases costs.  This option would 
reduce the department’s flexibility to decide 
how many clients will be served and will 
require legislative action each time the cap is 
to be increased.  Currently, the only cap that 
exists is on the number of waiver slots 
approved by the federal government.  
However, the department could increase the 
number of waiver slots by submitting a 
request to the federal government.  Placing 
caps on enrollment could lead to waiting lists, 
which the use of the waiver was intended to 
reduce.  Thus, while this is an effective 
control on program costs, it may be a last 
resort in the event the department is not able 
to reduce the growth.   

If a cap were enacted, it could be based on the 
average cost per consumer on the waiver 
($20,000).  Thus, if the Legislature decided to 
increase funding by $20 million, the 
department could enroll an additional 1,000 
clients.   

Program officials expressed two concerns 
related to this option.  First, they noted that 
customers must be phased in to service 
throughout the year, which would need to be 
taken into account in funding allocations.  
Program officials also expressed concern that 
limits on waiver growth could negatively 
affect the settlement agreements in some of 
their lawsuits. 

Limit per client spending.  Another way to 
better control the growth in program costs is 
to limit the total cost of services that 
individual clients can receive.  This method 
involves placing a hard cap on the amount of 

                                                           
17 Current   figures   show   a   $10  million   deficit   for   the 

Developmental Disabilities program. 
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services. 18  Using a hard limit on services 
involves setting a maximum dollar amount 
on the benefits an individual may receive.  
Individuals who need services and supports 
beyond the hard cap would not be eligible for 
home and community-based services.  The 
department’s legislative budget request for 
2002-03 proposes a hard cap on individual 
services at the current institutional 
reimbursement rate.  However, this cap 
would only affect about 360 of the program’s 
25,448 waiver clients and already faces 
organized opposition from stakeholders.   

The main problem with using hard caps is 
that some individuals who need services 
beyond the caps may be denied services.  
When the clients are denied services, they 
may turn to institutional services to meet 
their needs.  Hard caps set closer to the 
institutional rate, as the department proposes, 
should enable the wavier to meet the needs 
of more individuals.  However, as we noted 
earlier, hard caps face a number of obstacles.   

We believe that services could be capped 
according to the consumer’s level of need 
once the problems with the assessment 
process are fixed.  A more flexible type of per- 
client spending limit would include an 
exception policy (a soft cap) and might result 
in fewer obstacles.  A soft cap allows more 
flexibility; for example, it would allow 
exceptions for one-time equipment purchases 
or home renovations.  The Legislature should 
require the program to review annualized 
expenditures for consumers at a certain rate 
based on their level of need. 19  For example, a 

                                                           
18 Gary Smith, Janet O'Keeffe, Letty Carpenter, Pamela Doty, 

Gavin Kennedy, Brian Burwell, Robert Mollica, and Loretta 
Williams.  “Creating Comprehensive Cost-Effective  
Systems: System Design Issues” in Understanding  
Medicaid Home and Community Services: A  
Primer (Washington, D.C.: George Washington University, 
Center for Health Policy Research, 2000), 
http://aspe.hhs.gov/daltcp/reports/primer.htm,, 
November 2001. 

19 The department implemented a high-cost review policy in 
October 1999 that called for reviews of high-cost consumers.  
We found that the department approved virtually all the 

consumer with the lowest need for services 
could be capped at the average cost for all 
consumers at that level of need, with the 
exception of a total one-time expenditure for 
home renovations.  According to AHCA 
officials, any type of spending cap would 
require an amendment to the current waiver.  
Either type of cap would also have to allow 
changes in spending if the consumer’s needs 
increased significantly. 

The Legislature could further soften the effect 
of using hard caps by providing for approval 
of plans of care that exceed the hard caps.  
The Legislature could require the department 
to develop separate waivers tailored to 
specific levels of need.   

Using multiple waivers could enable the 
department to better defend legal challenges.  
Some have interpreted the Supreme Court’s 
Olmstead decision to mean that consumers 
must have equal access to services, meaning 
that groups within the client population 
cannot be denied services that are available to 
the rest of the group. 20  However, Medicaid 
rules make it possible for a state to fashion 
separate waiver programs based on client’s 
level of need and tailor services more 
narrowly and control costs more effectively.  
For example, a waiver that serves only clients 
with limited or minimal needs would be 
serving a population by definition that 
needed only periodic or intermittent services.  

Although using multiple waivers may help to 
meet federal conditions under Olmstead, it 
                                                                                          

high cost plans that were submitted.  While they have 
instituted an additional review by a private contractor, we 
believe legislative action is necessary to ensure that caps are 
followed.   

20 U.S. Supreme Court, Olmstead vs. L.C., Decision No. 98-536. 
Argued April 21, 1999–Decided June 22, 1999.  Washington, 
D.C.  The essence of the Olmstead decision is that “States are 
required to place persons with mental disabilities in 
community settings rather than in institutions when the 
State’s treatment professionals have determined that 
community placement is appropriate, the transfer from 
institutional care to a less restrictive setting is not opposed by 
the affected individual, and the placement can be reasonably 
accommodated, taking into account the resources available to 
the State and the needs of others with mental disabilities….” 

http://aspe.hhs.gov/daltcp/reports/primer.htm
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could increase the complexity of the program 
administration.  Program officials expressed 
concern about the length of time needed for 
approval of additional waivers.  In addition, 
appropriate waiver enrollment would 
depend upon defensible decisions about 
clients’ disabilities and service needs.  As 
previously discussed, the problems associated 
with the department’s needs assessment 
process would diminish the feasibility of this 
option. 

Managed care offers the potential for Managed care offers the potential for Managed care offers the potential for Managed care offers the potential for 
limiting costs and controlling growthlimiting costs and controlling growthlimiting costs and controlling growthlimiting costs and controlling growth    
Another option available to the Legislature is 
to create a capitated system for care of the 
developmentally disabled. Capitated systems, 
better known as managed care, are being 
used in Florida and other states for adult and 
children’s Medicaid medical services and 
behavioral health care.  A few states also have 
applied managed care principles to 
developmental disabilities services. 

In a capitated system, a managed care 
organization receives a monthly payment for 
each member enrolled in its system.  The 
managed care organization in return is 
responsible for delivering all the services 
needed by enrollees as specified in its 
contract.  The managed care organization also 
assumes financial risk should the cost of 
services exceed the capitated payment. 
Financial risk is the incentive that moves a 
managed care system to greater efficiency. 

There are several reasons why Florida should 
consider developing a managed care system 
for developmental disabilities services.  In the 
early 1980s, Florida turned to a managed care 
system for Medicaid medical services to better 
control the growth of expenditures.  While 
Florida has not used a managed care system 
for the developmentally disabled, other states 
have turned to such a system to increase 
program efficiency.  For example, Arizona 
and Michigan program officials cite 
efficiencies generated in their programs that 

allow more service delivery per fixed dollar 
cost than conventional Medicaid models.   

To implement a managed care system for the 
developmentally disabled, there are several 
obstacles the state must overcome.  First, a 
managed care system would require a new 
Medicaid waiver.  In addition, a new 
managed care waiver would require that all 
consumers must be served; that is, there can 
be no waiting lists.  There are also a number 
of implementation issues related to the 
development of a managed care system.  A 
managed care system requires reliable cost 
data about clients and their services.  The 
department’s data collection system is 
inadequate to the needs of a managed care 
system at this time.  Furthermore, managed 
care organizations must be identified and 
qualified.  These organizations could be either 
private or public sector agencies, such as local 
associations of retarded citizens, current 
Medicaid acute health providers, or the 
department’s district offices.   

Michigan has determined that a minimum 
Medicaid eligible population of 20,000 is 
necessary to set up a local capitated payment 
base. Initially, they determined their 
capitated rates based on historical data and 
assumed partial financial risk along with 
providers during transition while perfecting 
their data.  Eventually, Michigan will shift all 
financial risk to their managed care 
organizations.  Similar design considerations 
would be necessary for Florida. 

We believe that a pilot project similar to 
Michigan’s could be implemented in a district 
during Fiscal Year 2003-04.  The selected 
district should have sufficient Medicaid-
eligible clients, not just developmentally 
disabled clients, to enable the state to set a 
realistic capitation rate.  The selected district 
should also have a suitable number of 
potential candidates for the role of a managed 
care organization.  Based on Michigan’s 
experience, we believe a minimum of three 
years to evaluate design concepts and 
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prepare for statewide implementation may be 
necessary.  We also anticipate that a complete 
transition to a managed care system would 
take up to five years, based on our review of 
Michigan’s program.  

Conclusions and 
Recommendations ____  
The Developmental Disabilities Program’s 
costs have doubled in the last five years.  
With 25,448 waiver clients, Florida is serving 
twice as many clients than just a few years 
ago, providing more services per client, and 
paying more per unit for those services.  
Rising program costs are exacerbated by what 
has become a highly litigious environment, 
by an ineffective client needs assessment 
process, and by an inadequate method for 
establishing provider payment rates.  The 
department has proposed some measures to 
control costs that could result in cost savings 
of up to $46 million.  However, these 
proposals face significant obstacles that may 
reduce their effectiveness.  In addition to the 
department-initiated proposals, we believe 
that the Legislature should consider other 
options. 

To further control program costs the 
Legislature should take action in four areas. 

Establishing more costEstablishing more costEstablishing more costEstablishing more cost----effective effective effective effective 
purchasing strategiespurchasing strategiespurchasing strategiespurchasing strategies    
To increase the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the department’s process for purchasing 
program services, we recommend that the 
Legislature direct the department to take the 
actions discussed below. 

! Limit reimbursement rates to those in 
the state Medicaid plan.  Under the 
current Home and Community-based 
Services Medicaid Waiver the department 
makes a number of clients eligible for 
Medicaid services and also provides a 
higher reimbursement rate for these 

services.  The Legislature should amend 
s. 393.066, Florida Statutes, to require state 
plan rates for Medicaid waiver services.  
We estimated cost savings of $3.9 million 
if the department implemented this 
recommendation. 21 

! Purchase services in bulk, to the 
greatest extent possible.  It would be 
much more economical for the 
department to purchase services in bulk; 
we estimated cost savings of $34.8 million 
annually if the department implemented 
this recommendation.  To mandate bulk 
purchasing, the Legislature should amend 
s. 393.066, Florida Statutes. 

! Develop competitive bidding practices to 
take advantage of the state’s purchasing 
power.  A competitive Invitation to Bid 
process would result in more cost-
effective purchasing decisions.  The 
Legislature should amend s. 393.066, 
Florida Statutes, to require districts to use 
providers who would provide quality 
services at competitive rates.   

Setting limits on new clients servedSetting limits on new clients servedSetting limits on new clients servedSetting limits on new clients served    
and per client spendingand per client spendingand per client spendingand per client spending    
Although federal policy permits Florida to 
limit the number of clients served on the 
Home and Community-based Services 
Medicaid Waiver and the amount of services 
provided to them, the state’s policy in recent 
years has been to expand the use of the 
waiver and to reduce program waiting lists.  
To better control the growth of the Medicaid 
waiver, we recommend that the Legislature 
take the actions discussed below. 

! Establish a cap, in proviso, on the 
number of new clients that could be 

                                                           
21 While some providers might refuse to provide services at the 

lower rate, our analysis of personal care expenditures shows 
that more than half hourly expenditures in Fiscal Year 2000-
01 were for services in more urban areas where providers 
should be more plentiful.  That is, 56% of hourly personal 
care services were provided in District 11 (Dade, Monroe), 
District 5 (Pasco and Pinellas), District 6 (Hillsborough, 
Manatee), and District 1 (Escambia, Walton, Okaloosa, and 
Santa Rosa). 
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served with each year’s appropriation 
based on available funding.  The 
Legislature should specify that new 
funding would be used to serve up to a 
certain number of new consumers, based 
on appropriations.  The department 
would continue to serve clients already 
receiving services and must be able to pay 
for the increasing needs of existing clients 
before enrolling new clients.  The exact 
limit on the number of new clients that 
would be served would depend on the 
amount of the appropriation. 

! Require the department to explore ways 
to develop a system to cap per-client 
spending based on level of need, and 
develop a plan for limiting per-client 
spending.  The department should report 
its results to the Legislature no later than 
November 1, 2002.  Based on the 
department’s plan, the Legislature could 
establish cost parameters based on client 
level of need for the 2003-04 fiscal year. 

Implementing better needs assessment Implementing better needs assessment Implementing better needs assessment Implementing better needs assessment 
processprocessprocessprocess    
One of the primary impediments to the 
department’s ability to set cost parameters 
based on level of need is the lack of an 
effective needs assessment process.  To 
resolve the problems with the current 
assessment process, we recommend that the 
Legislature  

! amend s. 393.065, Florida Statutes, to 
require the department to adopt more 
effective methods for assessing client 
needs.  A better assessment process 
would allow the department to plan for 
future growth of the program.  In order 
for the Legislature to successfully limit 
per-client spending, either through hard 
or soft caps, the Legislature must resolve 
long-standing problems with the 
assessment process.   

Developing pilDeveloping pilDeveloping pilDeveloping pilot project to test feasibility ot project to test feasibility ot project to test feasibility ot project to test feasibility 
of establishing managed care systemof establishing managed care systemof establishing managed care systemof establishing managed care system    
We recommend that the Legislature  

! direct the department to develop a plan 
to implement a managed care pilot 
project in one of the 15 service districts 
to begin no later than Fiscal Year 
2003-04.  The pilot should be established 
in a district with an appropriately large 
number of Medicaid waiver consumers to 
test the feasibility of statewide 
implementation.  To ensure the validity of 
evaluation results, the department should 
test the reliability of data collected for the 
project. 

Agency Response _____  
The Secretary of the Department of Children 
and Families provided a written response to 
our preliminary and tentative findings and 
recommendations.  While the Secretary 
generally agreed with many of our findings 
and recommendations, her letter expressed 
concern with several of our conclusions.  For 
example, the Secretary’s letter raised issues 
relative to the program’s process for 
determining clients’ need for services.  The 
Secretary indicated that the department is 
working to improve its assessment process to 
ensure client needs are met. 

In addition, the Secretary questioned our 
potential cost savings estimate of 
$34.8 million if the department were to 
implement a bulk purchasing strategy for 
certain services.  However, our cost savings 
estimate is conservative because our analysis 
excluded data that appeared to be unreliable.  
Because the department’s data contained 
significant errors, we corrected for invoices 
with obvious mistakes.  For example, we 
excluded from our analysis of Fiscal Year 
2000-01 monthly invoices those invoices that 
were paid at daily rates or for daily units of 
service.  The Department of Children and 
Families written response is printed herein on 
page 21. 
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Appendix AAppendix AAppendix AAppendix A    

List of Medicaid Home and CommunityList of Medicaid Home and CommunityList of Medicaid Home and CommunityList of Medicaid Home and Community----Based Based Based Based 
Waiver ServicesWaiver ServicesWaiver ServicesWaiver Services    

Home and CommunityHome and CommunityHome and CommunityHome and Community----Based Services Based Services Based Services Based Services     
Adult Day Training Physical Therapy and Assessment 

Adult Dental Services Private Duty Nursing 

Behavior Analysis and Assessment Services Psychological Assessment 

Behavioral Assistant Services Residential Habilitation 

Chore Services Residential Nursing Services 

Companion Services Respiratory Therapy and Assessment 

Consumable Medical Supplies Respite Care 

Dietitian Services Skilled Nursing 

Durable Medical Equipment Special Medical Home Care 

Environmental Accessibility Adaptations Specialized Mental Health Services 

Homemaker Services Speech Therapy Assessment 

In-Home Support Support Coordination 

Medication Review Supported Employment Services 

Non-Residential Support Services Supported Living Coaching 

Occupational Therapy and Assessment Therapeutic Massage and Assessment 

Personal Care Assistance Transportation 

Personal Emergency Response System  

Source:  Department of Children and Families. 
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Appendix B Appendix B Appendix B Appendix B     

Data Analysis of Developmental Disabilities Data Analysis of Developmental Disabilities Data Analysis of Developmental Disabilities Data Analysis of Developmental Disabilities 
Expenditure DataExpenditure DataExpenditure DataExpenditure Data    

In our analysis of the program’s expenditure data, we were interested in 
rates paid per unit of service and the number of units provided to consumers 
annually across the most used community-based services.  We analyzed 
Developmental Disabilities Program expenditure data for Fiscal Year 1996-97 
through Fiscal Year 2000-01 and found substantial error in the rate per unit 
and units of service data.  For example, we found that 37% of invoices for 
monthly non-residential habilitation had values of greater than 1, although 
one month is the most that can be invoiced at a time.  We found instances in 
which daily rates were reported as monthly rates or hourly rates were 
reported as daily or monthly rates.   

Program officials acknowledged data errors and indicated that because of 
these problems they only assess average client expenditures--total 
expenditures by service code (regardless of how many different units the 
service is provided) divided by the number of unduplicated clients.  As a 
result, the department cannot accurately assess how many units of service a 
client received or what the average rate was for the different units of service. 

To estimate average rates for the most used community services, we first 
eliminated invoices with obvious errors.  For the services that could be 
invoiced in days or months, we eliminated invoices below the 25th percentile 
for monthly rates and above the 75th percentile for daily rates.  Our decision 
was based on two assumptions.  First, the monthly rates below the 25th 
percentile were too low for a monthly rate and probably were daily rates 
miscoded as monthly rates.  Second, the daily rates above the 75th percentile 
were too high for a daily rate and probably were monthly rates miscoded as 
daily rates. 

For units of service, we report the median unit of service instead of the 
average.  Program officials indicated that our methodology reasonably 
compensated for errors.  
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Appendix C Appendix C Appendix C Appendix C     

Average Rate Increases for Selected Waiver Average Rate Increases for Selected Waiver Average Rate Increases for Selected Waiver Average Rate Increases for Selected Waiver 
Services, 1996Services, 1996Services, 1996Services, 1996----2001200120012001    

Average Rates Average Rates Average Rates Average Rates     

ServiceServiceServiceService    
Fiscal YearFiscal YearFiscal YearFiscal Year    
1996199619961996----97979797    

Fiscal YearFiscal YearFiscal YearFiscal Year    
2000200020002000----01010101    

Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Increase Increase Increase Increase     

Transportation (trip) 5.93 7.99 35 

Transportation (month) 159.58 201.31 26 

Non-Residential Supports (daily) 32.34 40.81 26 

Residential Habilitation (daily) 47.91 93.21 94 

Residential Habilitation (monthly) 805.64 1617.55 101 

Adult Day Training (daily) 29.00 34.88 20 

Personal Care (quarter-hour) 2.36 3.01 28 

Personal Care (monthly) 705.18 1102.39 56 
1See Appendix B for a discussion of the steps taken to adjust for outliers in the department’s data. 

Source: OPPAGA analysis. 
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Appendix D Appendix D Appendix D Appendix D     

PotPotPotPotential Cost Savings if Rates for Waiver Services ential Cost Savings if Rates for Waiver Services ential Cost Savings if Rates for Waiver Services ential Cost Savings if Rates for Waiver Services 
Were Limited to State Plan RatesWere Limited to State Plan RatesWere Limited to State Plan RatesWere Limited to State Plan Rates    

Waiver ExpendituresWaiver ExpendituresWaiver ExpendituresWaiver Expenditures    

ServiceServiceServiceService    
Total Fiscal Year Total Fiscal Year Total Fiscal Year Total Fiscal Year 

2000200020002000----01010101    
Amount Paid at Rates Amount Paid at Rates Amount Paid at Rates Amount Paid at Rates 

Above State PlanAbove State PlanAbove State PlanAbove State Plan    
Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    
Estimated Cost Estimated Cost Estimated Cost Estimated Cost 

SavingsSavingsSavingsSavings    
Personal Care $12,930,012 $8,625,976 67% $3,538,325 

Private Duty Nursing $2,110,979 $767,126 36% $146,606 

Skilled Nursing (RN) $610,209 $335,190 55% $91,172 

Skilled Nursing (LPN) $1,189,121 $833,165 70% $140,488 

Speech Therapy $1,095,158 $651,084 59% $19,719 

Occupational Therapy $424,405 $180,048 42% $5,453 

Physical Therapy $1,252,082 $612,114 49% $18,538 

TotalTotalTotalTotal    $19,611,966$19,611,966$19,611,966$19,611,966    $12,004,703$12,004,703$12,004,703$12,004,703    61%61%61%61%    $3,960,301$3,960,301$3,960,301$3,960,301    
1 Personal Care and nursing services are billed hourly under the state Medicaid plan but by the quarter hour under the waiver.  For the 

sake of comparison, the rates here show hourly rates for personal care and nursing.  Therapy services for both the waiver and the state 
plan are billed by the quarter hour. 

Source: OPPAGA analysis. 

 

 

OPPAGA provides objective, independent, professional analyses of state policies and services to assist the Florida Legislature in decision
making, to ensure government accountability, and to recommend the best use of public resources.  This project was conducted in
accordance with applicable evaluation standards.  Copies of this report in print or alternate accessible format may be obtained by
telephone (850/488-0021 or 800/531-2477), by FAX (850/487-3804), in person, or by mail (OPPAGA Report Production, Claude Pepper
Building, Room 312, 111 W. Madison St., Tallahassee, FL  32399-1475). 

Florida Monitor:Florida Monitor:Florida Monitor:Florida Monitor:        http://www.oppaga.state.fl.us/    
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